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There is absolutely no
inevitability as long as

contemplate what is
happening.

there is a willingness to

- Marshall McLu han

Vol. X Number 11

NEWARK STAT E COL LEGE , UNION, NEW JERSEY

Brawl Erupts
At Theater
By Joseph Oliva

A fist throwing brawl between
student Peter Czajkowski, and
Campus Security Officer Gonzales
erupted on Sunday night,
November 9, outside of the
Theater for the Performing Arts
during the showing of 2001 - A
Space Odyssey .
The incident was the indirect
result of over-crowded conditions
in the theater, which was filled far
in excess of safety regulations and
fire laws. Aware of the hazard,
authorities had informed College
President Nathan Weiss but
hesitated to clear the theater,
immediately. During an
intermission in the film , however,
students left the theater
voluntarily and at this point the
Senior Security Officer on duty,
Officer Mc Cauley decided that
for safety reasons these people
should be denied readmission.
Czajkowski then stated to

Officer Gonzales that he had left
his umbrella inside the theater and
asked that he be allowed to
retrieve it, however; Gonzales
acting on orders refused the
request and told Czajkowski he
would have to leave. An argument
ensued and the fight occurred.
Conflicting reports and charges
concerning the incident have been
made by both parties. Czajkowski
contends that when he returned
to the theater Gonzales used
abusive language, was insulting
and finally struck him with a
flashlight. Gonzales does not deny
striking the student, however, he
contends that this was provoked
by the student striking him across
the face first.
Czajkowski and Gonzales have,
since the incident , both decided
to drop all charges and counter
charges. The College
(Co ntinued on Page I 2)
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Washington March

Participants Declare It A Success,
See Need To Continue Protests
"I am not a member of the
silent majority. I wished to tell
Nixon I want the war to stop,"
said Pat Frank, one of several NSC
students who were discussing their
involvement in November I S's
march on Washington in an
interview with
the
INDEPENDENT on Monday.
The march in which they
participated was the culmination
of three days of demonstrations,
sponsored b y the New
Mobilization Committee to End
the War in Vietnam. It followed
the dramatic 40-hour march
against death in which
approximately 40 ,000 people
marched from Arlington National
Cemetery to the Capital , carrying
: offins.
S a turday' s march up
Pennsylvania Avenue , involving
over 250 ,000 people , led to a

massive continuous rally at the
Washington Monument. Ron
Young, co-chairman of the New
Mo b ilization, calle d the
demonstrations "A fantastic
political success." NSC students
had their own opinions. "I didn't
want to get my information from
some biased news media, stated
junior Hugh Mahon. "I went to
Washington to see as much as I
possibly could , without getting
involved in radicalism."
One example of the press
coverage by the news media in the
NEW ARK NEWS descri bing the
variety in ½ people represented in
the march concluded that "in the
main it was Woodstock in
Washington."
Sophomore Debbie Monesson
disagreed. "It was not just a
bunch of rebellious radical kids,
but rather a general cross-section
of the population." She could see

a similarity to Woodstock in "the
feeling of togetherness. It was a
good feeling to have so many
people pulling for something."
Some students interviewed felt
that many kids went thinking it
would be like Woodstock , wine
and drugs, but none of this was
evident. As one student expressed
it , you had to be "on your toes,
because many people would stop
you and ask you why you were
there, and you wanted to be able
to explain why you were there."
For many these reasons were very
personally relevant . As sophomore
Mona Rioman put it, "my brother
is 19 and he will be one of the
first to go under the lottery. I
don' t want him to fight over there
in that rotten war."
There were "plenty of older
persons " participating, the
students said, what they described
1Co n1inucd on Page 10 )

Project You Still Remains Mystery
By Betty Wetzler
For tl!ree weeks now, Newark

Project You still remains a
mystery to many NSC students.

late tuden t have been ilently
exposed to Project You in the
form s of posters. Since these
poste rs only announced its
coming and not its purpose,

Tony Le vi , Pr ject You
originator , and his co-chairman
Dave Lichenstein , feel that Project
You has the potential of being the
most important undertaking by

Silent Maiority H~ld
Rally Suppor.ting Nixon
The place was the Washington
Monument , the time , Veterans
Day , and the event , a "Freedom
Rally" sponsored by the
American Legion and the
Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW)
to show that silent American is
behind President Nixon' s Vietnam
policy.
The homespun country lyrics
of the Starlighters, curiously
enough, drew more response from
the crowd of approximately
10,000 than the rhetoric offered
by the rally's "big guns" - Sen.
John Towers (R-Tex.), Rep.
Mendel Rivers (D-S.C.) and Rep.
Donald Lukens (R-Ohio ).
The sights were slightly surreal.
Just to the south of the
monument, a dozen or so people
stood silently on an elevated
wooden platform holding
American flags and three posters
which read like Burma Shave
signs : "Communism is the
Enemy/Russia is the
Quarterback/Peace through
Victory."
A southern business executive
took the podium and cried out
that "The south has risen again,
this time under the banner of the
stars and stripes." He accused
those in the peace movement of
spreading the "lie" that God is
dead in order to subvert the
country's morals. Another speaker
declared there is "more goodness"

in one boyscout holding an
American flag than in the whole
antiwar protest.
There were scattered
contingents of the enemy.
Longhaired Mobilization workers
handed out leaflets and engaged in
occasional arguments with the
"loyalists." Back at the wooden
platform , one man , carrying the
"Russia is the Quarterback" sign,
pointed at a freaky-looking person
and said, "You are next, you are
the next victim of Communism."
But antiwar people stayed
away for the most part, as did
young people. Perhaps one person
in six at the rally was under 21.
The 64-year-old Rivers, white hair
blowing in the wind , said in a
cracked and crusty voice, "There
are more of us patriotic
Americans than those pro
Hanoi-crats. Keep up the fight.
Spiro Agnew is helping us. You
back up Spiro and he will
continue to put it on." Whistles,
cheers.
The placards in the crowd
re fleeted a startling political
orientation. One said, "Spock has
colic," another, "100,000,000
dead from Communism , will YOU
be Next," another, "Kill the
Commies." People passed out
buttons saying "Tell it to Hanoi ,"
and "America - Love it or Leave
it."
(Continued on Page 11)

the students. for the students, this
year .

At

an

open

meeting

mber 13th, Tony exp! in::d
what exactly Project Y ou is. He
describes it as a program designed
for the students with the hopes of
rendering information about , and
fostering involvement in Newark
State affairs - both scholastically
and extra-curricularly oriented. In
retrospect, the key word of
Project You is INVOLVEMENT ;
involvement with each other and
the school. The first phase of
Proje ct Y ou is dependent upon
the response from the Gripe
Sheets that have been circulated
among students via the classroom.
The views expressed on the Gripe
Sheets are then programmed on
IBM cards for computation of the
total responses.
Project You workers, with the
cooperation of the faculty and
administration , have planned the
second step of the program by
setting aside the week of
December I st through 5th as
Project You week . Without the
cancellation of classes, this time
will be used to review those issues
brought up by the Gripe Sheets
and allow the student to speak
directly with those who are in a
position to correct or modify the
proposed as to when and where
each particular issue will be
covered in that week .
Monday morning in the Little
Theater has been se t aside for
discussion of the Housing issue inclusive of the dorm situation
and off-campus housing. Tony
Levi, chairman of the off-campus
housing committee, will be
available , among others , to speak
with. Monday afternoon in the
Snack Bar, the Parking and
Security problem will be covered .
Arrangements are being made for
the attendance of Mr. Callahan
(Continued on Page 7 )
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Council Recognizes Basbu
Students On FacultyComm.
John Mehaldo , co-editor of
BASBU came before Stu dent
Council's meeting last Friday and
presented a formal constitution
for his publication . A written
constitution is necessary in order
for BAS BU to be fun ded by
Student Organ ization , a demand
made by BASBU in their last
editorial. The question of funding
is expected to be on the agenda of
the Council's next meeting,
December 5.
In other Council news, it was
announced that for the first time
there will be Student members
voting on committees of the
Faculty Senate. Pat McCune ,
junior Science major will sit on
the Senate's Curriculum
Committee . Bob Weinfeld ,
Council member from the
Elementary Education
department will serve on the
Appointment, Retention
Promotion , and Tenure
Committee. Bob Byrnes, Senior
Council representative and English
major will be a member of the
College Appeals Committee.

Ben Wasserman, Chairman of
the Council's Committee on
Parking and Security reported
that the new traffic pattern was
designed to provide a faster and
safer method of entering and
leaving the campus.
Mr. Wasserman discussed that
new parking facilities to be
located behind the new building
are in the planning. Also to be
inaugurated are high rise parking
facilities. Wasserman explained
that a full . report of the security
incidents will be given at the next
council meeting.
Council passed the proposal
that : .within two weeks of
returning:._trom a conference each
student delegate must submit a
written report to Student
Organization.
Proposal to abolish primary
elections was tabled.
Newly elected Freshmen
council members Bill Bruno ,
Debbie Chinginsky , Wanda
Kolodziej, Rick Lincoln and
Jeffery Schneckloth were present
at this meeting.

Page 2
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'Revolutionaries'·Trained
by Classroom Renaissance
by Ina White

Only · a handful of people are aware of it , but
revolutionaries are being trained right on our campus! These
"revolutionaries" are approximately 100 teachers,
administrators, and community leaders, and theirs is a
revolution sponsored by Classroom Renaissance, a movement
seeking to set up and integrate Arts-Humanities programs in
the schools.
Dr. Thelma R. Newman, Executive Director of
Classroom Renaissance, pointed out that in today's
technological society, the humanities are often pushed into
the background and time limits are many times placed on
students' creativity. Classroom Renaissance "emphasizes
process, not product "by having children learn through their
senses as much as possible and having humanities an
underlying part of the entire curriculum ..
Dr. Newman , herself, has had varied experience in
teaching fine arts at Jersey City State College , North Texas
State College, Newark State and in the Union Public Schools.
Dr. Newman explained that , in hopes of reaching the
most young people possible , Classroom Renaissance focuses
its attention on the teachers, administrations and leaders who
can train others and effect the necessary educational changes.
This is the rationale behind the Arts-Humanities Leadership
Institute currently being held Fridays at Newark State
Educational Resource Center.
The 15 session, 3 graduate credit course presents experts
in the arts, social studies, education, philosophy, psychology ,
communication , and human relations speaking on such varied
topics as "Values", "Creative Dramatic Experiences,"
"Communication" (December 5), "Movement as Art Forms"
(November 21) and Music, Art and Language Arts"
(December 12). A similar program, co-sponsored by the New
Jersey Urban Schools Developm ent Council, is held on
Saturdays for inner city educators.
'
In keeping with the basic concept of Classroom
Renaissance , participants are actively, and often physically ,
involved in the learning process through assignments such as
designing a toy for a blind child , taping ten different sounds
and describing the feeling created by each, and planning a
group proj ect called "Expo 2000" incorporating th e arts and
an academic subject. All are designed to make them aware of
the use of the senses in learning and the many ways of
knowing and solving prob lems.
Classroom Renaissance is a state-wide project sponsored
by the New Jersey Art Education Association and the New
Jersey State Department funded under T itle III , Elementary
and Secondary Education Act. Besides training , classroom
Renaissance also desseminates in formation on the importance
of the arts and develops and distributes resource material.
Already in its second year of operation , Classroom
Renaissance grant is due to expire in August, 1970, but Dr.
Newman hopes that the program can continue after that
time, possibly funded through another Title Ill grant or some
other source. She would especiall y like to see Classroom
Renaissance eventually become a permanent part of Newark
State.

Brillante Defends
Parking Layout ·
EDITOR'S NOTE: The
following is an article by Mr.
Armand Brillante, Director of
Facilities and Chairman of the
Adm i nistration Parking
Committee.
For the past ten years, the
population growth here , at
Newark State, has been a rapid
one. On a campus which was
originally planned for 1200
students, we now have more than
IO ,000 full and part-time
students. Unfortunately , it has
be en impossible to expand
facilities to keep pace.
We have students in
sub-standard classrooms. We have
faculty members in sub-standard
offices. The operations area of the
college operate in sub-standard
facilities. All of. this- because we
are trying to pr9vide a college .

education for everyone who seeks
it.
Very few people recognize the
need for classroom space, office
space and other facilities so
conducive to life on a college
campus. Here at Newark State the
only problem is parking. This
would lead someone to believe
classes and other student activities
could be held in an outhouse, as
long as a parking space was
available. Imagine what a
beautiful campus we would have
if the administration believed this!
The administration is well
aware of the parking problem on
campus, just as it is aware of
many other problems that exist.
Solving all of the problems is the
goal. To sit and criticize a
problem ,can be destructive. To
. (C~n_tidtfeU•;o,h Page 10)•··

Biafran Student Supports
Unity In His Country
by ,Linda Phelan

"Even though I am from
Biafra, I Must support unity in my
country ," asserts N.S.C. foreign
student Titus Inyang.
"The secession of Biafra from
Nigeria did not have the support
of the majority ." He goes on to
say, " It was an attempt by a small
group of power-h ungry an d
greedy men to attain a position of
importance they could not obtain
otherwise ." Titus believes that
peace is being prevented by
Nigeria's unwillingness to stage
all-out war and the intervention of
foreign mercenaries. An end to
· foreign intervention he states
woul d bring an end to the war
because "the majority of people
in Biafra do not support this
war." Describing Nigeria as a
"developing country. with many
resources , Mr. lnyang cites the
great demand for trained an d
educated personnel in his coun try .
To meet this demand , many
Nigerian students go abroad to
study and then return home to
work or teach . Mr. Inyang came
to the U.S. to specialize in History
since there are no Liberal Arts
programs in Nigeria. However,
the re were many difficulties
which he faced in his attempt to
obtain this education.
Originally enrolled at Shel ton
College in Cape May in 1967 ,
Titus , as well as the many other
foreign students there , was left
without a college when Shelton

N.S.C. Focus
of Urban
Council
Newark State Coll ege is the
focal point of a newly-formed
Council for Ur ban Ed ucation; a
council composed of civic,
business an d e du cational
representatives from Essex and
Union counties.
Esse ntially , the council is an
open forum which discusses
mutual problems, such as teacher
training for urban schools , urban
education and co mmunity
participation , suburban education,
and the fiscal support of urban
education programs.
Program di rector at Newark
State is Dr. Joseph Preil , a
member of the Graduate School
fac ulty . Other members of the
council include representatives
from the State Department of
Education, several schoo l
superintendents, business leaders ,
urban teachers , parents and civic
organizations.
Major industries participating
on the Council include: Western
Electric , New Jer sey Bell
Telephone, Newark Public Service
Gas and Electric Company , The
Schering Corp. and Bambergers.
Other industries represented on
the Council are members of the
Business and Industrial Council of
Greater Newark.

was closed and its license revoked
by the State Board of Higher
Education due to faulty
accreditation . Various state
colleges offered to place these
foreign students according to their

by the immigration law which
prohibited him , as an alien, from
working - a law he was forced to
ignore at the risk of being
deported.
His problem was brought to

Titus lngyang

majors and goals. Mr. Inyang was
accepted into N.S.C. and is now a
Junior Liberal Arts History major.
One difficulty, however , which
continued for Mr. lnyang
following his transfer was his lack
of funds. Although he was
entirely without money of his
own , his tuition, room an d board
were waived by
this
administration . Due largely to the
fact that the Nigerian crisis broke
out shortly after he left Nigeria,
cutting him off, at least
financially, from his family, his
problem was made more urgent

the attention of Student
Organization , which took steps to
alleviate it. Although he was not
technically part of N.S.C .'s
foreign student program, Student
Organization voted to include him
in it, thereby entitling him to the
spending money alloted to each of
N.S.C.'s foreign students.
Working towards completion
of his education here , Mr. Inyang
looks forward to returning to his
home and family . Surely he will
bring back to Nigeria dedication
and knowledge which will add to
his country's resources.

Bon1h Scare Linl~ed
To Moratorium
by Kathy Renaud

Willis Hall was again plagued
by threatening bomb reports
when last Friday an anonymous
phone call tip triggered the
evacuation of the building at the
start of 2nd period classes.
Mr. Armand Brillante, Director
of Facilities, stated that the
Security Force received a call
warning of a bomb planted in the
building. Within ten minutes , he
co ntinued , the switch board
received a similar call. The second
call was identifiably from a male
and gave 10 A.M. as the time that
the bomb was set to go off
The sec urity force followed
what Brillante termed as "regular
procedure," clearance of the
building , summoning of the Union

police Department and search of
the building and adjoining areas.
The building was pronounced safe
at 10:40 A.M. and was reopened
with no further interruption of
classes.
Commenting on a possible
connection be tween Friday's
bomb scare and the numerous
bomb scares of last spring
Brillante said that he and his
office felt that this latest hoax
was "part of the Moratorium,"
making reference to the
nationwide activities of this past
weekend. Previous bomb threats
occurred during preparation for
last year's Greek Sing
performances and prior to Spring
Semester Exams although no link
was ever found between these
events and the bomb threat.
Luncheon

Dinn.er

Snacks

GEORGE'S
Restaurant & Loun~e
Featuring Giant Sized:
Hot Dogs
· . *Burgers*

Steamed Clams
and Jumbo Shrimp
686-1200

2258 Morris Ave., Union, N.J.

Christmas shop at
your Book and Supply Store.
Open
weekdav
A.M..... .to
P. .M.
. ;.; ,. . .. . . -.. .........every
.,. .- _. . . . ... ..
. . ... . . . . . . ..... L ... .9..........
. . - .. 7
. . .....
.. . . ,. ... .
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_Independents
To Form Convention
Independents (Non-Greeks) are
gathering their forces at Newark
State in an effort to provide a
vehicle thru which they can
become an integral part in the
political policies. Independents
feel that while Greeks have been
the hub of the social and political
life the majority of students are n't
aware of the decision making
process. Election results in the
past have shown a perpetuate of
Greek dominance.
An in dependent adde d , "The
fraternities control the campus ,
they select their own candidates
and spend a small fortune to buy
their own way into office ."
To many independents it
appears to be a conspiracy , but
has more . effectively been
described as "the normal trend of
impediments involved in dealing
with an established political
force."
From a national stan dp oint,
students are just beginning to seek
a role in the decision-making
process. Although Greeks have
offered a leadership role in the
past, many are seeking "new
leadership ."
The vehicle thru which the
"silent majority" will utilize is the
Organization of Convention to
se lect their candidates. A
spokesman for the independents
further commented, "It is not the
intention to arise hostility against
Greeks but to raise real issues , not
Greeks vs independents but rather
issues vs non-issues."
The Convention whish is
projected lo occur in late
February will be open to
everyone. Each group on campus
that is recognized by Student Org.
will b e given a perce ntage
representation at the Convention.
The total number of delegates
represented at the Convention will
be subtrac ted from the total
student enrollment to o btain a
base number of independents on
campus. The same percentage
representation will be used for the
figure of independents at-large.
Candidates would be en dorse d by

a simple majority an d woul d
receive a small financial stipen d to
defray the cost of a campaign.
The can didates would have to
strictly follow election procedures
or lose his official endorsement.
The Indepen dents Students
Nomination Convention will meet
at I :40 P.M ., Thursday December
11 , in the Hex Room to design
the Convention's procedure.

President Watches Football Game
As Citizens Gather At His Steps
by Don Smartt
Football is becomi ng the
national pastime . Even the
President takes time out from the
crushing problems that confront
him to watch Ohio State and
Purdue battle each other for a
little pig-skin foot ball. This is
quite a feat of concentration
considering 800,000 citizens were

by Ronald Dean Brown
For many years, Booker T .
Washington has been deemed the
classic example of "U ncle Tom" ,
while his contemporary, W.E.B .
DuBois has been considered the
champion of all the colored races.
In a brief evaluation of these two
great figures, 1 feel it mandatory
to evaluate each man within the
social context he prese nted .
himself. All too often, people
make the mistake of judging
Washington
within
a
contempora ry frame of thought.
This type of evaluating could be
done with a personality like
DuBois, because his political
experiences spanned two cen turies
of thought, having been born in
1868 and dying in 1963.
It is true that Washington was
an advocate of industrial
education for the masses of Black
people in America, but at this
critical point in history, I feel that
this was a vital need. Firstly, a
new type of Black leadership was
needed by about 1895 , because
the South was more than ever
determined not to grant equal
rights to Blacks, secondly, the
nation as a whole wanted to
appease the South, and finally the
death of the Black militant,
Frederick D o ugl ass. It is
appro priate that a man of
W as hin gton's psychological
make-up emerge at this most
crucial time. This sequence of
events, coupl ed with America's
ever-growing faith in the
"protestant ethic" were to be
fully utilized by the shrewd

politician. By advocating thrift,
hard-work , abstinence ,
self-support, and industry,
Washington was really beating
White America at her own
"protestant ethic" game , and with
"her" money. Also, Washington's
philosophy , in effect, would have
made for economic autonomy,
because all the Blacks wou ld have
been economically uplifted at the
same rate of speed. This was
definitely a socialistic approach lo
the Black man's plight in America.
Certain members of the
"bourgeoisie", however, felt that
industrial, or blue-collar jobs were
too servile and not educative,
comp letely ignoring the
insignificance of education when
there was no bread and butter on
the table. Education was indeed
the ultimate goal, but the tasks
facing the immediate future were
those of food and raiments. If
Booker T . Washington's program
had had the support of the labor
unions, he would have been the
most important Black ever to set
foot inside :.if American history. It
is no mystery that Black people
have yet to get a footing in the
door of maj or labor unions,
because White union leaders and
their insecure followers, know this
would prove to be an econom ic
boost for Bl ack peo ple on an
unheard-of scale . It is because of
this lack of insight on the part of
traditional Negro leadership that
there are more Bl acks with
doctorate degrees then there are
Black members of the major labor
unions. Philisophically , the man

HEAD TOGETHER

l I t

'

I

gathering on his doorstep in an
attempt to participate in the
d emocratic process. B y
accomplishing this outstanding
feat Nixon became a member of
his own "Sil ent MaJority"
.Fortunately, the loud incessant
voice of opponents of Nixon's
policy concerning the war have
not been drowned out by the

Booker T. Washington-A Reappraisal

THIS CAN GET YOUR
Lead your own life.
Enjoy it.
Don't let life let you down
because of a silly headache. Happiness is as far
a way as an Anacin® bottle.
Anacin is twice as strong
in the specific pain reliever doctors recommend most as the other
well known extra strength
tablet.
Anacin may not bend
your mind, but it sure will
get your head together.
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was indeed ahead of his time.
Moreover, I feel,
that
Washington's preachings of
self-re l iance, self-h elp, and
economic solidarity , were the
euphemistic roots of what we now
call Black Power. Now I could like
to make a few brief comments on
the over-praised DuBois. Be.fore
doing so, I wou ld like to make
clear my intentions. It is not my
desire to villify this great man ,
because I fee l that he was the
fathe r of not only the Black
Revo lution, but also the father of
black scho larship . Aside from his
being one of the founders of the
N.A.A.C.P., he was one of the
great pioneers in the field of
socio logy, providing the first
unbiased sociological studies on
Black Americans. It is because of
this praise given him that I would
like to now make known his
human weaknesses, as Booker T.
Washington 's have been
over-emphasized . When we read
deep into the philosophy of
DuBois, we find that it involved
the establishing of a "talented
tenth". It goes without saying
that DuBois considered himself
(Continued o n Page 9)

Counseling
Services
Relocated
The offices of the Counseling
and Psychological Services are to
be re located in the College
Center's East Room over next
weekend announced D r. Carl
Einhorn, Director of Counselingg
Services.
The expanded facilities will
enable the staff to see more
students from both the day and
evening divisions, who may want
aid with personal and emotional
problems, educational and
vocational planning and
evaluation of long-term goals.
Einhorn also stated that these
new facilities would make it
possible to begin the interviewing
of members of the class of- '73.
Noting that during Orientation
the Freshman were given tests to
determine interest and possible
problem areas, he said that it
would now be possible to discuss
the test results with the students.
Regular o ffice hours are 9:00
a. m. to 4 :00 p .m. Monday
through
Friday . Special
arrangements can be made for
appointments from 4:00 p.m. to
7:00 p.m. three evenings each
week for those unable to come
during regular hours.
Appointments may be made in
person or by phone. Interviews
are generally scheduled in advan.c e
but a stUJ:itnt will be si:en almost
' immediately on his requ!;l-st.

shouts of football enthusiasts ,
Presidential advisors or the "Silent
Majority".
Stan d ing out among the
opposition are those whose
courage bids them take the
opposing stand . During the
speeches a Vietnam veteran and
an active service member voice d
the feeling of a growing dissent in
the Armed Services wtren he said
"If Nixon does not bring our men
home, they will come
themselves". During the
moratorium hundreds of veterans,
easily identified by hats and
buttons, could be seen working
for the cause of peace. Also
observed were men from the
Intelligence service of the Armed
Forces taking names from fatigue
jackets of veteran and active
servi cemen participating in the
activities. They were also working
for a cause.
The lack of violence on the
part of the demonstrators in
another attit ude that deserves
commendation. Only two
inci dents of violence took place
during the moratorium. The lack
of violence on t11e part of so many
peo ple reflect their sincerity and
dedication to the cause of peace.
However, th e mass violence that
our government engages in against
its own citizens and those citizens
of other nations may suspect the
sincerity and honesty of the
Nixon Administration. Violence
cannot be overlooked in future
confrontations. There wiU be
more violence on the si de of our
government to suppre ss those in
opposition to its policies.
Eventually violence will replace
football as the national pastime.

Gay Liberation
-Movement Gets
Militant
SAN FRANCISCO - (CPS) The Gay Liberation Movement
grew more militant this month as
75 demonstrators picketed the
SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER
after failing in attempts to ransack
the offices. The group was
protesting a column in the
Examiner negative towards
homosexuality .
The movement moved into the
front ranks of other ·student
movements this fall. Several
underground newspapers began
overt detailing of the movement
and a number of newly militant
organizations have formed.
Steve McClave, chief
spokesman for the Gay Liberation
Front , said that his organization
will attempt "to mobilize a group
consciousness. Too many
homosexuals are st ill hidden and
can't c unter violence and
oppression:__
in.. isolation," McClave

said.

~

McClave was one of 12
demonstrators c lubbed and
arrested by police when they
moved in to disperse the
demonstration on the Examiner
building.
Eleven men and one woman
were arrested, and five were
charged . with. b(lttery on poliee, ·a
felony .
, - TiJ , , ; · "Ji
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Re~rospect

Committee Chairman
Tal{e Heed Now!
THE INDEPENDENT applauds the
recommendation that the Personnel
Committee of the Faculty Senate will make
to the Senate, that is: The committee for the
selection of dean of students will be
comprised of one half students, one fourth
faculty and one fourth administrators.
Unfortunately, this recommendation will r
of little essence if the Faculty Senate does
not accept the decision of the c0rr.1:iinee.
The Faculty Senate should be aware of
the anxiety and apprehension that followed
the last selection board for Dean of Students
due to the gross under-representation of
students. The responsibilities of the Dean of
Students, unlike all other administrative
post, has a direct effect in the role of the
student in any college community. He is a
Dean of Students, as his title suggests,and the
selection process, therefore, must reflect an
equitable voting power of students.
The national trend is toward more
student involvement in the decision-making
process . A precedent has been established
and its legitimacy has been verified
throughout the nation.
The role that a dean of students must
perform is a very delicate balance between
students and his superiors. However, T-HE
INDEPENDENT envisions this balance 111
terms of priority and the interests of
students must dominate.
THE INDEPENDENT cannot and will
not accept any change in the percentage
representation on the Dean's Selection
Committee. If the Faculty Senate must alter

'Ze hra, Ifl

TotheEditors:
After reading an article in the
Zebra (vol. I., Nov. 9, Nov. 12,
1969) by John Freeman: THE
INDEPENDENT: A Revue of
the recommendation they will find that to Issues 1-8, I have become firmly
convinced that our official
do so will rekindle student dissent on this
underground newspaper doesn' t
same issue.
even bother to take the time to
read it's own articles. Everyone on
The overall efficiency and effectiveness campus and in the nation knows
of any assembly of people is a direct that we h ave problems, but what
reflection of the power of its executive does the staff of this sewing circle
• board and the organization of its committee. think we should do? Why don't
they print something that we
A motion last week in Student Council don't already know? So Zebra
called for a written report to be submitted why don't you put down your
within two weeks by any persons who knitting and try to write an
article?
attended a convention , or that member
Respectfully yours,
would be subject to dismissal. All fine and
John A. Heavenly
dandy but the implications of this of the
motio~ which was passed carries more
weight and responsibi lity than most people
are willing to accept.

Give A
Damn

Although Student Org. claims to have
various standing committees to deal with all
aspects of student
life , THE To the Editors:
INDEPENDENT has seen a minimal number
An open letter to the students
of written reports . The only conclusion that at Newark State:
You hear this big sermon every
THE INDEPENDENT can come to is that
year but please bear with it again.
the majority are non-functional and inept.
November 27th is Thanksgiving
Day.
You'll all probably go to a
The Executive Board of Student Org.
must charge each chairman to submit a football game then go over
grandma's house for a turkey
written report of their committee 's
dinner. So what's the pitch?
operation in order to maintain any
Simply this - the Newman
continuity with the recently passed motion . Club here at Newark State is
This disease , better known as laziness
and indifference, does not stem solely from
this year's administration but seems to be a
perpetuation of previous councils. THE
INDEPENDENT will wait little longer for
improvement. Take heed, committee
chairmen , you know who you are .

sponsoring a canned food drive
starting today, November 20th
and running through next
Tuesday. Members will be in the
student center from 9:30 til 2:00
each of the days to collect. Our
goal is I ,000 cans to be given to
families in Elizabeth who would
otherwise not have a Thanksgiving
like you or me.
Please - take a can of corn or
something similar and bring it for
the drive on one of the four days.

If you give a damn, give a can.
Thanks.
Mark Russell
Acting President
Newman Club

The Arts Of
Destruct1·on
To the Editors:
AN OPEN [ETTER ON THE
RIGHT OF ART STUDENTS TO
EXHIBIT ANYWHERE ON
CAMPUS
It is my impression that the
can1pus is not the inviolate
sanctuary of anyone - that/ the
campus is an environment for all
members of the college
community·
Carte blanche endorsement of
any student's creative efforts does
not· necessarily validate his or her
right to perpetrate the offering
upon others whose sensibilities
may react negatively .
Facilities, however , should be
provided by the college
community where works of art ,
mistakes , abortive attempts,
happenings, etc., can be placed
upon the market place of public
scrutiny and reaction .
Those of us in the arts ought to
realize that many current trends
are often more philosophical in
nature than purely visual.
Destruction is often equated
wit h reaction to the
establishment.
Are we not already innundated
by pollution and negation on the
part of the establishment? Aren ' t
Route 22, ticky-tacky housing
developments, oil refineries in
residential areas , congestion ,
slums , I ittering on campus,
vulgarity , and crassness enough of
a way of life? Must the artist lend
further credence to these
trave $ties and realities of
existence? Where are those who
remain silent, who have for.gotten
the legacy of the past? the
cathedral builders? the designers
of Versaille? the Leonardo Da
Vinci's? Michelangelo's? Frank
(Continued on Page 6)
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What?

An American Tragedy
With the awakening of the been attacking everyone who
"silent majority" and the birth of doesn't think along the same lines
a conservative little wave, the as Agnew himself. In his most
United States is witnessing a recent laugh getter, Agnew
revival of "My country , right or attacked the television industry
wrong" -ism that is almost for distorting the facts and
neo-Nazi in concept. In the past expressing their hateful feelings
years, it has been proven that towards St. Nixon (most notably
Americans resist anything that after his Vietnam speech).
differs from the normal standards Apparently, it did not occur to
of living. A few years ago, black Agnew that the President's speech
grade school children were being was a prolonged piece of trivial
battered by over-zealous southern poop which had all the verbal
state police. It didn't seem to wallop of a bowl of cold oatmeal.
matter, after all, they were only
A long the same train of
blacks. When John Kennedy was
thought
(which apparently has
murder e d , the majority of
Americans wept, Malcolm X's been de-railed) this policy of
sla ying a roused apathy and hate-preaching has been carried
cynicism fo r his was a militant out and glorified by a sect of
newspaper , most no tably , the
tro uble-maker.
Daily News . The News never fails
Recently, a few U.S . leader s to get in a pro-Vietnam plug,
have chose n to change the beat of anti-long hair swipe , whenever
the goose-stepping to include possible. By playing up the
attacks on anti-Americans, who , "hippie" rebels and the " egghead"
horro r of horrors, are opposed to kooks, they have succeeded in
killing. President Nixon and Vice covering the news with a blanket
President Agnew have been doing of hate.
their darnndest to arouse the
Pro-war pickets have succeeded
Stephan D ecateurs of America in disrupting peace rallies and
into combatting the evils of have escaped reprima,nd . If, on
Vietnam "peace creeps, commie Veteran's Day, a group of
dupes, and assorted kooks." In his "radicals" interrupted a gathering
recent address to the country , Mr. by singing "Give Peace a Chance,"
Nixon succeeded in dividing an more than likely, they would have
already divided America by gotten their skulls scrambled and
refusing to listen to any and all would have been carted off to
anti-war protests.
their awaiting cells. When a group
Mr. Agnew, with all the verbal
grace of Rocky Graziano, has

composed of citizens jeer anti-war
groups and disrupt goings-on by

·

chanting "Happy Birthday, Dear
Phonies," and "When the Caissons
Go Rolling Along," they are
excused, · because they are
patriots. This is the "justice" and
"democracy" the United States is
supposedly fighting for in
Vietnam .
Since our movies reflect our
culture, it. is not surprising to see
John Wayne shoot commie after
commie (or Indian after Indian, if
you prefer) much to the
admiration of the audience. This
same audience gets a big kick out
of watching long-haired freak,
Arlo Guthrie, being thrown
through a plate glass window by a
group of their "fellow Americans"
in Alice's Restaurant. Worship at
the Church of your choice , gang .
Meanwhile, a minority group
of at least 250,000 gather at
Washington to inform the President
that some people disagree with his
ideas, only to be totally ignored .
At the same time some kid is
being shot in a land where he is
not really wanted.
What is the solution, is there
one? In order to arrive at one , you
have to think. But why bother?
Thinking arouses doubts and
question. You are to believe .
Be Ii eve . Believe. Hail! John
Wayne. Hail! Zero Agnew. Hail!
1984. Hie!! 1969.

Today

By ,Louis Sanchez

Williers Tavern

Or Call Me Racist
Bar and Stools.
Behind the ·bar is Mary - the lovely and respected
barmaid - attending to the occupied stools.
Willie's Tavern is for learning about life - through
conversation - through argument - through listening. Dick
and Jeff discuss individualism - Byrdie and Sticky argue
about mushrooms and rice and beans - Steve and Willie and
Al exchange a few hints on the art of shooting pool - Joe sits
back and listens - Janice drinks her "screw-driver".
"Hello Irish!"
"Hi Pollack ."
"What d'ya say Magyar!"
" Ey Hunkie."
"Where's the Slav?"
"Turn up the Juke."
"How're the Puerto Ricans making out in the slums?"
"The usual way ."
" Shoe shine, mister."
A conglomeration of races? Not so - a gath ering of
nationalities - a meshing together of ethnic differences to
form a body of people. What does it all mean?
Despite what you say and do , there is only one race that
really counts. There can't be any other. Call me racist.
Today , there is much talk about it - but I don't think
those who do the talking really know . They don't know what
it is to be a devoted , a dedicated , a proud , a tru e
honest-to-goodness racist . I do.
In my estima tion , there is nothing so beautiful , so
glorious, and so misunderstood as ra cism for an ideal. It is an
act of faith , a creed - an unexplainable sensation of love
(wha tever love is) . It is the way of tomorrow .
It's wrong? Is that what you say? That depends on your
meaning of the term. The racism of which I speak is sacred
and profound - elevating the values and praising the
achievements of one specific race - the HUMAN RACE.
Remember, I beg you , when the topic arises, don't
associate race with nationality, don't associate race with
cultural background. For if you do, as Adolf Hitler did ,
·you'll never get out associate race with cultural background.

For if you do, as Adolf Hitler did, you'll never get out
togetherness - to start understanding the meaning of words
and thoughts - to decipher and separate what is really
behind those vague and nebulous statements.

A Review

Alice's Restaurant, or
What Happened To Shelley
By Dave Lichtenstein

"Good and bad,
I defined these terms
Quite clea,
no doubt, somehow
Ah, but l was so
mu ch older then
I'm younger than that now"
- Bobby Dylan,
My Back Pages

"I know the way: home

with my eyes closed."
Then you know the way too we ll.
Becau se driving an ol d familiar route can make you
drowsy , even if you've had plenty of sleep.
If that happens on you r way home
fo r Th anksgivi ng, pull over, take a break
and take two NoDoz'.!!l. It'll hel p you dr ive home
with your eyes open.
NoDoz. No car should be witho ut it.

© 1969 Bristol-Myers Co.
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Ario Guthr ie, you' re so much
younger now. And Alice's
Restaurant is beautiful. Before
seeing the movie, I could only
th ink of Guthrie in term s of the
teeney-b opper movemen t.
But with the presentation of
Alice's Restaurant, the movie , a
new Guthrie has arisen . Or least a
new Guthrie IMAGE has been
constructed .
Before , as noted , I could only
think of Ario in terms of the
teeney-boppers, whether he was
or wasn't in reality. But now I
could see him in terms of Dylan,
which is something I never would
have expected .
The movie , in impact, is
practically the anti-thesis of the
song. No more good and bad for
this Ario. Like Dylan, he sees the
absurd in it ALL.
Alice's Restaurant is perhaps
the most objective and realistic
. r_n_oy je_~f the !l!i!-1:§9'.s. rp9y~rpe~t,,

regardless of which way you see it
going. Like Dylan's Just Like A
Woman, Alice 's Restaurant shows
the bitchiness and the beauty, the
perfect and the absurd , of where
it's at.
Guth rie star{s with the premise
that our society is, to say the
least , far from perfect. Social
conditioning of the masses and
one badly beat-up freak captures
the early days of name-calling and
pre-pig history. The police,
the hard truck drivers, and
A m erica Goodbye show
reasonable cause to hit the
highway and seek his fort une in
'Pastures of Plenty.'
But Guthrie has no pretensions
in e x am1nrng the 'Hippies'
themselves. One is not beautiful ,
we see, bec ause one wishes to be.
This is;_perhaps, the most striking
point of .the movie. Many film s
have affucked the screwed-up
nature of"'-i\rnerican Society , but
few (if any) have also given a
critical examination of the
answers to this society. Guthrie
does.
There is nothing more
beautiful when doing one's thing.
But when everyone strives so
consciously to do so ego trips may
crash . This is probably the one
{Co ntinued o n Pag<.: 8)
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More Sound and Fury
branded , by some , "effete,
impudent" , and a "snob".
To remain silent, and thereby
(Continued from Page 4)
support its continuance , is to be a
Lloyd Wright's? and Buckminster negative of another kind.
Fuller's?
May I urge that you read and
Attila the Hun and Adolf react to a compelling and
Hitler certainly mastered the arts revealing article by J . Robert
of destruction and it can surely Moskin, Foreign Editor, LOOK
follow that the scale of creative magazine.
negation is only a matter of
Vietnam : Get Out Now ,
degree!
LOOK, November 18, 1969
W. Carl Burger
It will reinforce those who now
Associate Professor feel that each additional day of
of Fine Arts th is war deepens rather than
lessens the tragedy , and moves us
farther from rather than closer to
a solution.
It might provide cause for
doubt among those who feel th"at
we must fight on in Vietnam for
To the Editors:
national or humanitarian
Just about a month ago, there purposes.
was a great stir at Newark State
Please do read th.is article now.
concerning the right of freedom
Sincerely ,
of speech for those who wanted
Martin S. Buchner
to participate in the Vietnam
Moratorium on October 15th .
Certain students claimed that if
the college were not closed, they
would be denied their
Constitutional right of freedom of
expression. So , the Board of
Trustees voted to close N.S.C. for To the editors:
this so-called "educational
Concerning the article Younger
expression" of demonstrations to Generation Should Attempt More
protest the war .
Understanding which appeared in
On Nov. 11 , more people than the Nov . 13 Independent ; it is
the anti-war groups could ever encouraging to see that some
dream , honored the dead and members of th.is college still have
supported the war in their own the foresight and objectivity to
localities. Rallies and ce remonies see things clearly . Mr. Oliva has
were held by the "Silent suggested a constructive middle of
Majority " with honor and respect the road policy to be taken in
to their flag and their country.
student communication and
Ironically, the national holiday attit ude toward the present
of Veteran's Day, the day set ad ministration. Rather than
aside to honor veterans, and denouncing what is "bad" and
especially the dead , came and "irrelevant" in our government ;
went at Newark State with a rather than demonstrating against
" classes as usual " schedule.
we should work toward
Thus, my question is: what is rebuilding and "re-establishing
the principle that the Board of trust and understanding". Mr.
Tru s tee s acted upon that Oliva, I agree with you.
permitted the self-centered
Respectfully ,
dissenter his freedom of speech
Joanne Patriarca
and assembly, but denied a
Class of '7 1
member of the silent majority this
same right to take part in
expressions of his opinions at
private ceremonies in his own
communities? What is the
principle that submits to the noisy
demonstrator , but ignores the To the Editors:
It takes two left turns on
respectable citizen? What is the
principle that applies to one !\'iorris Avenue to get to Green
Lane . Are they trying to solve the
faction and not the other?
parking problem by jeopardizi ng
Think about it!
Debbie Kalanta the student's live s? Morris Avenue
is a hazardous road , more
dangerous than the turnpike
because of its numerou s
intersections. With the coming of
winter it presents even a more
serious situa tion .
To Whom It May Concern :
To The Editors:
We have agonized over the
Please re-evaluate this decision.
meaning and implications of this The Green Lane entrance and the
road behind the Kean's building is
war for a long time.
To speak out against it is to be adequate for two way traffic. If
the students don' t mind a line of
cars and a bit of delay , for safety
sake, please reconsider.
Ann Schaefer '71
Ed.
Note
:
We
received
three other
Apartment: 1/2 mile from
Newark State College, in letters on "parking problems"
Elizabeth. Will be sharing apt. that we were unable to print due
with another student. Separate to lack of space.

The Arts of

A Question
of Principle

Mr. Oliva,

Nov. 20, 1969

No Questions

which was parked in Willis Hall
parking · 1ot, only to find a little
white ticket flying underneath the
windshield wiper. For what?? For
supposedly parking illegally in the
"Restricted Faculty parking
spaces! " After questioning the
friendly campus cop who was
merrily ticketing every car in the
"restricted spaces," we discovered
(to our surprise?) that no notice
had been issued to the student
body regarding this change in
parking policy. There HAD been
warning tickets issued to the
selected few that had parked the re
las t week. But how does th at help
the poor unfortunates that
weren't lucky enough to get
sp aces there last week an d
therefore, received NO warnings.
We would suggest that persons
receiving these tickets ap peal
them until this mess is
straightene d out.
Yours truly ,
Pat Lacey '72
Eileen Beeke '72

To the Editors:
Having read Paul Matos' letter
about the ZEBRA , I would like to
say that I have no questions to ask
him, even though he is free at any
time , which is strange, seeing as
he's vice president of the student
body .
Speaking of vice , any
newspaper that slanders students
can't be all bad.
John Russell '72

Theatre for The
Performing Arts.
To the tclltors:
Whoever wrote " Wisdom of the
comic book " better brush up ! The
imp who plagues Superman comes
from the 5th dimension and
returns every 90 days not 99. I
realize it could've been a
typographical error - the DAILY
PLANET makes them all the time ,
so no hard feelings.
Lois Lane
Ed. Note : Marla Cohen was the
authoress of this "comical"
articl e.

Yellow
Submarine!
November

23,

1969,

T.P.A.
7:45 p.m.

I Agree

Hazardous
Morris Ave.

Read, React To
"Get Out Now"

Classified

bedrooms , television, phone,
private bath. Phone 965-0533
after 7:00 p.m .

* * *

Wanted: Used guitar in good
condition. Will pay good price.
Contact m.b. 133.

What Farce?
To the Editors:
Re : Student Parking Farce
On Monday , the 10th of
November, we retumed -to, the car

Wa sh , wet , soak , h unt,
squint, wash . soak, wet. cry a little.
Contact l e n ses were de signed to be a conve nience. And
they are up to a point. Th ey·re
convenient enough to wear,
once you get used to them, but,
until recently, you had to use
two or more different lens solutions to properly prepare and
maintain _contacts . You
needed two or three different bottles. lens cases, and
you wen t through more than
enough daily rituals to make
even the most stead fas t individuals consider dropping out.
But now caring for your contacts can be as convenient as
wea ring them . Now there·s Lensine. from the makers of Murine.
Lensine is the one lens solution
designed for com pl ete contac t
lens care ... preparing, cleansing , and soaking.

l .Q ,,,:i;f.~•
'@

sine _before
you insert
your lens prepa r es it for
your eye. Lensine makes your
contacts , which are made of
modern plastics, compatible
with your eye . How? Lensine is an " isotonic' · solution . That means it's
made to blend with the
eye ·s natural fluids . So
a sim ple drop o r two
coats the lens, forming a
sort of comfort zone around
it.
Cleaning y ou r co ntacts with Lensine fights
bacteria and foreign deposits that build up during the course of the day.
And for overnig ht soaking, Lensine provides a
handy con tact can is ter on

. i/(1

the bottom of every bottle . Soaking your contacts in Lensine be tween wea ri ng periods assures
you of proper lens hygiene.
Improper storage between
wearings permits the growth of
bacte ria on your lenses . This is a
sure cause of eye irritation and .
in some cases , it can endanger
your vision . Bacteria cannot grow
in Lensine. Lensine is sterile , selfsani ti zing, and antiseptic.
Let your contacts be the convenience they were designed to
be. The name of the game 1s
Len sine. Lensine. made by
the Murine Company, Inc.

Areyou
cutout for
contact
sports?
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Brown University Makes
Academic Revolution
by RICK FITCH
College Press Service
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Golub To Give Piano Recital Tuesday
Mr. Herbert Golub , a member
of the music department faculty
at Newark State College, Union ,
will present a piano recital on
Tuesday, November 25 at 8 :30
P.M . in the Theatre for the
Performing Arts.
The program features J.S.
Bach's "Chromatic Fantasy and

political philosophy . The courses
are taught independently of
PROVIDENCE, R.I . - (CPS) - d epartmental sponsorship by
During the late l 700's, Brown individual faculty members who
University aided the American are free to abandon a particular
Revolution by housing French course at their wish. This helps to
and American soldiers in its insure enthusiastic instruction.
University Hall. Today , another ,
"Modes of Thought" courses
quite different revolution is taking have a 20-student enrollment
place on Brown's "country ceiling.
college" campus.
Upper-division students at
A revolution in education.
Brown no longer have to conform
Prompted by the demands of to a pre-established pattern of
zealous student reformers, the study . A "Committee of
alma mater of such statesmen as Concentrations" has been formed
John Hay and Charles Evan to aid stu den ts in determining
Hughes has adopted what is in study programs tailored to
many respects the most individual needs.
progressive undergraduate
The old concept of "majoring"
curriculum to be found in any in one subj ect and "minoring" in
major U.S . institution of higher another has been done away with.
learning.
Students are expected to plunge
Freshmen, once forced to into a few areas of study more
attend huge introductory courses intensively than others , but there
in numerous specialize d are no numerical constraints on
disciplines in the interest of the quantity of courses to be
achieving a "liberal" education, taken . Subject to the approval of
are given new freedom. There are the committee, a student might
no university-required courses, fulfill his obligation for
Herbert
and small, informal "Modes of "concentrating" in an area by
Thought" courses have been taking fo ur or five courses in it.
instituted to combat
"The effect of the new system
depersonalization .
is simply to remove the artificial
"Modes of Thought" courses restraints which have to some
(Continued from Page I)
are interdisciplinary . A course on degree , encouraged students to
the subject of revolution, for think of 'education' in terms of (Parking) and Mr. Baldwin
example, might draw on the specified numbers of courses (Security).
Tuesday morning in the Little
alienated writings of Tolstoi, symmetrically apportioned into
Sartre and Camus , empirical d istinct courses," explains a Theater, the Newark State
(Continued on Page 9)
publications will be considered
political theory , history ~nd
and evaluated by the students.
Representing the Independent will
be co-editors Kevin Alton and
Susan Stein ; Basbu will be
represented by John Melhado and
Ron Franklin ; Zebra will be
represe nted by John Freeman,
Bob Young , an d Bob Wienfeld.
Tuesday late-morning in the Little
DICTOGRAPH SECURITY SYSTEMS
Theater will be the time for the
stu dents to comment on the
HAS PART-TIME OPENINGS
present varsity and intramural
sports as well as any po ssible
IF YOU HAVE A CAR AND
expansions and additions to these
programs . Various faculty
YOU CAN SPARE
members of the Athletic
department wilt be invited to
speak with the students . Tuesday
3 EVENINGS A WEEK (6-9 P.M.)
afternoon there will be an all
college assembly in the Snack Bar ,
PLUS SATURDAYS OR SUNDAYS
where students wilt be introduced
to all the clubs at Newark State .

Fugue," Schubert's "B Flat Major
Impromptu ," Beethoven's sonata
"Le s Adieux ," Bartok's
" Improvisations on Hungarian
Peasant Songs," Chopin's
" Berceuse," " A Flat Major
Valse," and "B Flat Minor
Scherzo."
Mr. Golub was born and raised

Golub

Project You Remains

SENIORS!

GRADUATE STUDENT-S!

YOU CAN EARN ...
$50-$100 PER WEEKI

NOTICE
Tuesday, Nov. 25

1:40 P.M .

($3 per hour guarantee against commission)

- Junior Education Majors

IF YOU ARE SELECTED
YOU WILL DEMONSTRATE

(except Fine Arts) Meeting
with Mr. Joseph Vitale.

RE :

OUR NEW APARTMENT BLDG.

Senior

Stu den ~

Teaching Applications.

BURGLAR ALARM/SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
ON A "BY APPOINTMENT'' BASIS."

Kaleidoscope

CALL MR. JAMES 926-5900

Converging Bodies
Creating Sensuous Patterns
Vibrating Forms
Bejlll tifu l Colors

-■-------------------------~ '

Each club representative will
inform the students of his club's
activities and purpose, and will
answer questions regarding his
particular club.
All of Wednesday , December
3rd in the Little Theater has been
set aside to give the student the
opportunity to review the present
curr i c ulu m Mr. R o b ert
Sch uh macher, chairman of the
college Curricul um Committee,
will be asked to attend this
meeting to speak with the
students concerned abo ut Newark
State's curriculum.
Thursday morning in the Snack
Bar, students interested in the
activities of the Student
Organization, the College Center
Board, the Collegians for Black
Action, an d S.C .A.T .E. will be
able to speak with the persons
involved with these organizations.
The Student Org. will be
represented by either President
Bill Leohning and Vice-President
Paul Matos ; Oliver Winter will
represent the C.C.B.; Bob Reid
will represent S.C . A.T .E.
Thursday afternoon in the Snack
Bar will be another all college
assembly. This assembly will be
on aspects of the administration.
Newark State Acting College
President, Dr. Nathan Weiss, as
well as other faculty members ,
w i 11 be availab le to answer
questions or explain current
policies.
All day Friday in the Little
Theater will be devoted to a
discussion that will take in
Campus Development. Mr. Wesper
will be asked to answer student
questions on this topic.
Project You week will end on a
social level with a bonfire at 7 :30
P.M. behind the Gym and a dance
following at 8 :30 in the Gym.
Project You will be evaluated,
and the results - its success or
failure in its objectives, will be
written up by Tony Levi and Dave
Lichenstein. Their findings which
they estimate to be completed by
February , will be published and
given out.

in West New York, New Jersey .
He received both his bachelor's
and master's degrees from New
York University , and is presently
enrolled in a doctoral program at
Indiana University in
Bloomington where he is a
student of the noted American
pianist, Sidney Foster.
Last year Mr. Golub appeared
as a soloist with the Union
County Symphony Orchestra, and
in a series of violin recitals given
by another faculty member at
Newark Sta te, Louis Huber. Mr.
Golub has also given numerous
recital performances throughout
the metropolitan area , included
among them are three appearances
on WNYC's "Keyboard Masters'
series, and a full recital on
WFUV's " Piano Workshop"
program.
A reception will be held on
stage following the recital hosted
by the local college chapter of the
Mu sic Educators National
Conference.

Excuse me
Are you a
Freshman?
by Miriam Rodriguez

"Exc u se me, are you a
fresh man? "
"Yes."
"Did you vote last Thursday
for the Council Representatives
election?"
" No."

"May I ask you why?"
" Because I didn't know the
candidates before the primary and
I do not vote for names in the
final election.
- Most students dislike the fact
that most candidates will rush up
to them at the last minute and say
"Vote for me ."
"Would you have rather liked
to have a debating section
between the candidates before the
primary?"
"Yes , that would bring about a
positive change in the freshman
class because this procedure
would give them a chance to
really have an active role in
elections instead of having the
candidates elected by a chosen
few."
" Thank you."
l have just spoken with a
member of the silent majority of
the freshman class or shall I say a
member of the non-voting
majority of the class of '73.
"You are a freshman , aren't
you?"
"Yes."
" Did you vote for the Council
Re pre sen tat ives election last
Thursday?"
"Yes."
"Did you have any specific
reasons f9r voting?"
"I didi\'t want anyone to say
that I didn'
participate
in
selecting ;u'te representative
members of our class
"Did you feel that the
candidates made an honest
approach to get your vote?"
"No, not really. You could say
it was a popularity contest. I
voted for the few I knew and the
ones that I thought looked good."
"Excuse me young lady, I
(Continued on PagL' 9) , ,
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C.C.B. To Present Kooper,
Berry In Concert December 6
The College Center Board will
present Al Kooper and Chuck
Berry in Concert on Saturday
evening, December 6 , at 8: 00 p.m.
in the TPA.
A I Koop er - performer ,
composer, arranger and producer
t·

actually shaped a whole segment
of pop music. From the start,
CHUCK BERRY was destined fo r
fame and recognition . His first
record , MAYBELLENE, earned
Billboard magazine' s Triple Award
for the biggest Rhythm & Blues

r-

k~

sings and plays the blues like a
veteran blues singer. His songs
WEE WEE HOURS and DEEP
FEELING are examples of this
type of deep blues music with a
CHUCK BERRY flavor. CHUCK's
perfonning and composing the
songs contained in this album

(CHUCK

BERRY'S

GOLDEN

DECADE) have given him an
indisputable position as a leader in
the world of pop music.
CHUCK BERRY starred in
such rock epics as "ROCK,
ROCK , ROCK " and " GO
JOHNNY GO " singing his hit
tune s like JOHNNY B. GOODE,
MEMPHIS , TENNESSEE AND
LITTL E QUEENIE . A
d oc um e nt a ry of the 19 58
Newport J azz Fes tival, "J azz On a
Summer's Day," showed CHUCK
· performing SWEET LITTLE
SIXTEEN supported by Buck
Cl a yt o n ' s b a nd and Jack
Teagarden' s trombone.
In 1964, the CHUCK BERRY
influence was really felt when the
English sound hit. An integral part
of the foundation on which the
English sound was built came
from CHUCK BERRY'S mu sic.
The Beatle s, The Rolling Stones,
and The Animals all derived part
of their style from listening to
many
CHUCK
BERRY
recordings.
AL KOOPER

has been called one of the few
musical geniuses to emerge in the
pop-music world. A former
member of The Blues Project and
Blood, Sweat and Tears, Al has
pl a yed with Dylan at the
memor a ble Hollywood Bowl
concert in 19 56 and is featured on
a number of Dylan' s albums.
A compose r and arranger of
distinct talent , Al ha s written a
n u m b er of com p os iti ons ,
including, " I Can 't Qui t Her ,"
"My D ays Are Num bered,"
"House [n Th e Country," The
Gary Lewis and The Playboys hit
"This Diamond Ri ng," and the
Gene Pitney smash , "I Must Be
Seeing Things.''
A native of Brooklyn , New
York , where he was born on
February 5 , 1943, Kooper's
musical talents are diverse . As a
performer he is adept at playing
the piano , o rgan, guitar , bass,
drums and harmonica. As a
producer , he is responsible for
"Superse ssion ,"
the recent
Columbia LP in which he
performs with Mike Bloomfield,
as well as the curre nt Tim Rose
sing le , "Long Haired Boy."
Projec ts in the near future inclu de
producing " Don Ellis Live at the
Kaleidoscope in Los Angeles,"
and h is own album , " I Stand
Alone .
The world first heard of
CHUCK BERRY in 1955 , shortly
after he recorded his initial
release, MAYBELLENE . It is not
so important that MAYBELLENE
was such a big hit , but rather that
it paved the way for a man whose
talent in the following ten years

SALE!

ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC

record in the nation, the
most-played Rhythm & Blues
record on jukeboxes, and the
most -played record on the
nation 's radio station.
CHUCK

and: ROLL OVER BEETHOVEN
were two songs later recorded by
T h e B eatles. MEM PHIS ,
TENNESSEE, a song that has
been a hit over and over again,

Alice's Restaurant
(Continued from Page 5)

thing which the founders of
Hippiedom overlooked - the ego
trip .
Alice and and Ray, who own
Alice 's • Res t au r an t are
free-wheeling lovers. But when
Ray take s the trip and Alice
decides not carry the weight,
things become a bit screwed up.
After the restaurant is in business,
for example , all of the freaks
decide to go swimming while
leaving Alice alone to do the
work . This, Alice doesn' t dig.
Ideal societies just don ' t work
with people who 'd get aggravated
by working so others <.:an have
fun .
And then there is Shelley,
the motorcycle-heroin freak .
Shelley sort of loves Alice , and
since Shelley , Ray , and Alice are
all ' together', nobody should
mind . Exce pt that freaks are also
people , and sometimes people dig
certain things, like their wives.
Anyway, Shelley who is out of
the hospital as a reformed addict ,
soon finds his way back to the
needle, and crashes (literally, on
his mo torcycle) . Now at least the
stumbling block between Alice
and Ray is gone , so alJ is groovy.
Even tu ally Ario realizes what
Dylan has said all along ; that just
because what is is absurd , this
does not necessarily mean that
what you replace it with is less
absurd.
"The meaning of life is lost in
the wind," wrote back when in
Let Me D ie in My Footsteps. Just
to be absurd , I could see Guthrie
singing, in the background of the
Restaurant ; "The meaning of Jong
hair has been lost in the wind."

Music

And then there is the West
Coast flower child , who has made
it with every top star in every top
band and would now like to make
it with Ario because he "might be
an album " someday. ("Jee Whiz ,"
you can almost hear him say to
himself, "this is really screwed
up .") So he leaves.
But there is also beauty in the
new kingdom, for we are not
traveling a one-way road on either
side. And when happiness is here,
you can feel it.
A lot of the film has to do with
the dying Woody Guthrie , and
spot performances by Pete Seeger
add to the realism .
To be honest , I was pleasantly
surp r i s ed b y
Guthri e's
presentation . Th e song of course,
dealt with the · draft , and thi s was
only a minor portion o f the movie
( a I though a significant one.)
Guthrie, above all kee ps his cool
continuously, wh ich se emed quite
natural and espec ially Dylanistic .
("Laugh it off, what else can you
sh ow me" - It 's All Right Ma;
Dy lan) .
Guthrie is also non-committal .
There is no absolute good nor
absolute bad , and he does not
make bdieve that there is. One
member of the audience who was
downed by the film said "This
shows everything that' s bad about
freaks." But it also showed the
good and without pretensions.
Alice 's Restaurant may be the
most significant picture of how
the wheels have been spinning,
because it' s given by someone
who is really into the movement
himself . For it's honesty alone, it
is worth seeing.

by Howard Duff

''Arthur''

,

CHUC K BERRY

BERRY needed , as a launching
pad for his genius , was his first
"hit" record .
CHUCK has a vast range in
writing both lyrics and music. He

fir st by CHUCK BERRY, then as
an instrumental by Lonnie Mack ,
and again as a hit vocal in England
by Dave Berry, and finally a hit
vocal throughout the world by

SALE! SALE! At your

Book · and Supply Store.
Open every Weekday 9 A .M. to 7 P.M.
''.

by Howard Duff
Arthur and a grou p named the
Af ter a most serious interview K inks. Ahh, I can hear t he
with Mr. Naha last week, it is now screams of outrage. Bu t you out
there sc reaming at me - buy
time to get bac k to music .
I was going to review Abbey A rthur before you utter another
Road,
but after very little word.
The story ' of Arthur, in
deliberation, decided no t to .
Abbey R oad cannot be reviewe d. essence, has to do with a man
To break it down into little named Arthur (logically), who,
in signlficant words on paper is when you ng , had all the natural
useless. The only thing that can youthful desires to g> out and
describe A bbey Road is Abbey change the world. But he was
R oad itse lf. Bu t if you're drafted into the army and after
persistent and wan t a review of that was cast into English
the album , j ust ask Lucy or the middle-class life with everyone
cat who plays it on the piano making decisions fo r him and the
every day in the student center. big people of the world indirectly
running his life. His son is leaving
They'll tell you.
But alas, (for the Beatles, at for Australia to escape the world
least) fo r A bbey Road : would in which Arthu r lives because he
easily be the album of the year if doesn't want to end up like h is
it we ren 't fo r a m an named father, not realizing that Ar thu r
was like him once but had no
Johnny Rivers. If yo u will listen co ntrol over the circumstances
closel y t o SWEET LITTLE that shaped hi s life .
SIXTEEN, you will hear the
And the music? It is superb.
music of the Beach Boys' first hit , The melodie s, the wo rd s, the
"Surfin ' USA."
instrumentation is all supe rb. The
In fact , if yo u are a fan of songs are typical Kinks songs ...
modern pop music, yo u will have abo
driving, houses, a new hat.
heard songs like MA YBELLENE, How?-:R.ay Davies ever fit them
JOHNNY B. GOODE , NADINE, to gethtt- to make this stunning
BROWN-EYED HANDSOME musical statement is beyond me ,
MAN ,
ROLL
OVER but he did it. Boy did he do it!
A long review of A rthur
BEETHOVEN , MEMPHIS ,
SCHOOL DAYS, REELIN' AND wouldn 't do any good because if
ROCKIN. and ROCK AND ROLL you' re not going to get it by now,
MUSIC recorded by most of the you're not going to get it. But if
pop groups in the world today . you Abbey Road freaks have any
They are standards - they are initiative, you will. And maybe
classics and will stand forever in Lucy and the piano player will
the annals of popular mu sic.
start playing A rthur for a while .

. i 1'"' , -~t·I 1
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Freshman? Brown- University Makes
(Continued from Page 7)

understand that you were one of
(Continucd from Page 3)
his way to Harvard University, the candidates in the Freshmen
one of these talented. Mr. DuBois obtaining his M.A. and his Council Representatives
felt that all races were led by their doctorate, and also did other election?"
exceptional men. Before we studies at the University of Berlin,
"Ye~, I was."
continue, lets see if we can trace Germany. I would be the last
"Why did you run?"
the origin of this concept (as it Black to refer to Du Bois as an
"I ran as an alternative to
concerned Mr. DuBois that is). He intellectual snob, bu t in the
apathy because I wanted to be
entered Fisk University, a aforementioned autobiography,
involved and for the two weeks of
prestigious, but predominately he had also written that he felt
campaigning I did get a chance to
Negro ins ti tu tion, so in his "called" to save his people. One
do,just that. I didn't like the way
autobiography, {,Dusk of Dawn 1) can make the correlation between
the election was carried out and I
there was an attitude of his political philosophy and his
am very interested in the project
condescension. I might add that education. This "talented tenth' '
that would get the students of this
Mr. Du Bois knew nothing of the was obviously a "broken-down"
college involved in helping ghetto
racist moral fabric of this society version of Hamiltonian
before going to Fisk, because he democracy, wherein the landed children which I believe the
had been raised in Du tch New aristocracy or the ruling class, Freshman class should be active.
England. (Unlike Washington, presided over the ignorant masses. I've been asked to participate in
who born a slave faced the hard But lets not deceive ourselves, the Election committee and in the
realities of racism on a day to day Hamilton, J efferson and their E.E.O . advisory committee as a
basis.) A mulatto of French compatriots (George Washington, student representative, so running
Huguenot, Dutch, and Negro etc.) didn't really have the in the election did serve my
purpose."
ancestry, Mr. DuBois soon found interests of the people at heart.
" Do you have any reflections
about the election?"
"It was an experience. I found
that most of the candidates run so
that they can get involved and
that most voters do not get
involved because they do not
know the candidates. I found
posters to be ineffective and the
suggestion of having a debating
You're not as mini as usual? It's only temporary,
section got a very cold reaction
you know. A monthly problem. But who cares when
from the candidates.
you have that puffy, bloated, "Oh, I'm so fat feeling" ?
The winning candidates in last
TRENDAR, that's who. TRENDAR'LL help keep you
llrnrsday 's election for Council
slim as you are all month long. Its modern diuretic
Representatives, class of '73 were
(water-reducing) action controls temporary pre-menstrual weight gain. (That can be up to 7 pounds!) Start
Bill Bruno, 2 16 votes, Debbie
taking TRENDAR 4 to 7 days before that time. It'll help
Chiginsky, 16 1 votes, Jeffrey
make you look better and feel better.
Schnceckloth 125 votes,
Stephanie Modolo 111 votes and
Rick Lincoln I 03 votes.
Congratulations.

FUNNY YOUR£ AGIRL. ..
ONCE AMONTH YOIJ FEEL LIKE A

iirn~

TRENDAR_ffMAK£S YOU GI.AD nJURE A6/Rl!

SPECIAL ·SALE

Sony Portable TV

Campus Price $119.95
8" DIAGONA L PICTURE
WEIGHS 10 LBS - SUNGLASS SCREEN
F RONT CONTROLS - PUSH PULL ON/OFF SWITCH

Academic Revolution
(Continued from Page 7 )

pamphlet put
administration.

BOOK & SUPPLY STORE
I

{

I

I

I

,

OPEN EVERY WEEKDAY 9 AM - 7 PM
. '

the

,appointe d a stu d ent-faculty
committee to consider the report.
Then he established a Special
Committee on Ed ucational
Principles to formulate proposals
for reform. Last May , the
committee released its report, and
the school's faculty met for three
days to debate it. Classes were
suspended so students could
partici p ate. The report was
adopted.
Wrote one faculty member
who helpe d compile the report:
"The new curriculum makes a
number of radical departures from
past practices and principles, but
the underlying motivation is the
desire to modify an existing
tradition rather than to subvert it.
" In the same manner in which
constitutional amendment
preserves the integrity of political
order, curricular reform , even the
most 'revol u tionary,' is an
expression of trust in the capacity
of existing institu tions to change
in order to satisfy newly felt
needs and to pursue new
purposes."
The Special Committee on
Educational Principles is
continuing to function . In
prospect for the future are
"multidimensional" courses for
upperclassmen, similar to the
"Modes of Thought" courses; an d
a much-ex p an ded counseling
program concerned with 'the
non-academic as well as the
academic lives of students .

Fired Studies Head
Builds Department
By JIM HECK
College Press Service

SAN FRANC ISCO - (CPS) San Francisco State College
president S. I. Hayakawa is in a
real jam. Despite his best efforts,
the college's Black !::>tudies
Department is flourishing .
It is flourishing so well it is
autonomous. It is headed by a
man fired in June by Hayakawa ; it
gives credit to students for
publishing a newspaper banned by
the university ; and more than
1,000 students are enrolled for its
courses.
Not a single administrator
outside of the department itself
can tell what is happening on the
inside. The college's public affairs
refuses comment . Hayakawa is
unusually reserved . · And the dean
of un dergraduate studies, Urban
Whitaker, spends most of his time
in New York where he is
colla b orating tactics with
university officials there who were
successful last year in securing
control over their restive black
studies department .
The department is becoming so

:·······························
ACTOR'S CAFE:

THEATRE .:::::

MUNN & CENTRAL AVES., East Drage

tJWg)
~--

SOLD ONLY TO COLLEGE COMMUNITY

by

The most radical change is in
grading - or, rather, the lack of it.
All course work is evaluated either
on an
"A, B , C" and
"unsatisfactory" basis or simply as
"Satisfactory" an d
"unsatisfactory." A student may
choose the method he prefers. No
credit is given for unsatisfactory
work, and no notation of a
stu d ent's unsatisfactory
performance is entered on his
transcript.
A student must complete six
courses satisfactorily by the end
of his freshman year, 13 by the
end of his second year, 21 by the
third year and 28 in order to
graduate. The administration calls
the retention of the "A,B,C"
system possibly only a
"transitional measure" until the
satisfactory-no credit system can
be evaluated .
This reformed curriculum is
largely the product of stu dents'
efforts. In 1966, a group of
Brown students, meeting in an
indepen dent study project , set out
to examine undergraduate
education. Fifteen months later,
they released a 450-page report on
the shortcomings of higher
education in the U.S. , with
specific recommendations for
Brown.
Presi d ent Ray Heffner

::•:

OPTIONAL BATTERY PACK $19.95

out

CRmCS' PRIZEPLAV
•

• rold. P:ln~•r
The
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~

Hom.ecom.:in.g
Nov. 1 3, 14, 1 6
20, 21 , 22/ 28 , 29th
Call 675·1881 ForRe,..vatlon•

• A..le frte P•uig • l ar fa<ilitit,
College S tudent Pric es
Thurs. & Fri. $ 2 .00 & $2.50
•. • Sa.t. $ 2 .40 .8' $ ~ .l! Q

popular and well -known among
revolutionaries in the Bay Area
that Hayakawa could remain
silent no longer. At a hastily
produced news conference last
week , Hayakawa lamented "a
reign of terror", which he said was
plaguing the school.
" A small clique is attempting
to seize control of the department
in order to convert it into an
agency for revolutionary
propaganda ," he declared.
The tam-o-shanter president
hinted he migl1t just shut the
department down.
"If only h e co uld ,"
pronotmced one administrator
who insiste d to remain off the
record.
fCuntinul'd on Pagl' I I)

YWCA Youth
Endorses Pot
Birth Control
EAST LANSING , Mich .
(CPS) - The Young Adult
Conference of the YWCA (Young
Women's Christian Association)
has· endorsed legalization of
mariiuana and has called for using
YWC~-A- facilities for the
dispensation of birth control aids
to · married and single women
alike .
The YWCA members , all under
35 years of age, also endorsed in
heated sessions: the repeal of all
abortion laws, conjugal rights for
prisoners of all sexes, the Black
Manifesto , and the Vietnam
Moratorium.
'
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Brilliante -Defends

Participants Declare Washington
March Huge Success

Parking Layout
(Continued from Page 2)

offer a solution to a problem is
constructive.
Recently a group of students
presented the administration with
an agreement. This agreement
would permit exclusive use of the
Whiteman Hall pa rking lot to
dormitory students. Was any
thought given to what this request
really meant, what it would do to
the · plans for expanding the
dormitory area? Let me try to
explain.

If the dormitory lot is assigned
to dormitory residents, this means
parking privileges for everyone
living on camp us . (And you
thought we had a shortage of
parking spaces!) If we were to
allow dormitory students to bring
cars on campus, could we afford
to build more dormitories? The
answer is NO! We are planning to
build high rise dormitories,
probably 8 stories. A building of
this type could be built on
approximately one half acre of
land and could house 250
students. Using the present ratio
of approximately one car for two
students, that would mean 125
cars. Since one hundred cars
require one acre of land for
parking, roads and approaches,
that means 1¼ acre of land for
cars, ½ acre for the building . Can
anyone justify the need for
d or m i to r i e s u n de r these
conditions?
Our campus at present is
comprised of 12 8 acres.
Considering deed restrictions,
usable a nd unusab le land area, 18
acres used for parking ; we have
approximately 20 acres left to
build on, our goal in the next few
years is a full-time student body
of 7500, approximately double
our present enrollment. If we
obligate land for parking use, as at
the present rate, we would need at
least 18 acres for parking . Where
do we place the buildings we will
need?
Consider the fact that we
allocate a space 9' x 2 0' for each
car (1 80 sq. ft.) Compare this to
approximately 5 sq. ft. allocated
to a teaching station. Consider t he
fact that in land values, in the
union area , the space allocated to
a car has a real estate value of
$600. Consider the fact that a
major oil co . in our a rea offered
$300,000 for a parcel of land on
which we are now parking 340
cars (lot on Green Lane & Morris
Ave). Now place your own values
on the responsibility and the
problems which face the college
administration. Are we educating
cars or shall we continue to
attempt to provide an education
for the future students that you
may be sending to Newark State
College .
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as "solid citizen types". They
agreed that you could tell who the
revolutionaries were , "all of them
wore helmets". "It's a good thing
in fact" one student commented,
"Because I saw one of them being
beaten." Sophomore John Degnan
expressed the opinion that the
peace movement should
disassociate themselves with this
"left-wing element". " That group
alienates people", he felt.
Debbie Monesson felt that "the
radicals knew they were defeating
o ur purpose so they held o ut until
thing was over. They more or less
had respect for what for what we
were doing." She also thought
that the helmets seen "were
defensive rather than to say , we're
going to start trou ble an d don't
want to be .hit on the hea d. The
. police were expecting trouble.
This forced the kids to think there
would be tro uble."
Another of the news media's
impressions which some of the
s tudent s wanted to clarify
concerned the flags carried in the
line of march . According to the
students, the NFL flags were
infrequently see n amid the many
American flags carried. Yet it was
the NFL flags that many papers

occurred daily at Green Lane &
MMorris Ave . when the day
students were exiting and .evening
students entering. We have
accomplished what was intended.
The minor problem with the
traffic lite at the T.P.A. will soon
be improved . We are awaiting
installation of an additional
tripping device to activate the
traffic lite in our favor. The poles
for additional lighting in the lots
and aloneside walkways have been
installed. We are awaiting the
installation of the fixtures.
Peo ple wishing to exit the
campus via Green Lane , have
adequate parking in that area. The
choice of parking close to a
certa in building, or close to a
convenient exit is just that, a
choice . We have provided you
with a choice. When you go
shopping, parking is usually
provided in municipal lots, quite
distant from your destination.
You all accept this as a
convenience and spend money for
it. Why should you expect more
at Newark State College?
Future plans call for
multi-story parking garages . Not
for the single purpose of providing
space for cars, we must reclaim
some of the land now used for
parking so that Newark State
College can grow to meet its
future needs. For the immediate
future , a tempora ry parking lot
will be built in the vicinity of the
new F ine Arts, Theater Arts
Building. Funds for this project
are available t_h ough very limited ;
and our aim is to have it ready in
about three months.

By Pat Kelly

Out in what some call the
marshlands of the campus stands
the Theatre for the Performing
Arts which houses the Music
Department and a community of
students now known as the
Theatre Guild. In the early days
of this seme ster, this closely-knit ,
ever-expanding club moved its
headquarters to the Student
Ce nter. It returned only a few
weeks later to the l11eatre, the
place it found most comfortable
and convenient in regard to its
work .
Judging from recent box-office
Mary DeFusco as Guinevere

Veterans Exempt From
Phys. Ed. Course
Veterans will be permitted to
qualify for exe mpti on from
freshman physical education by
successfully passing an exemption
exam , according to a proposal
approved by the Faculty Senate at
its meeting, November 6th.
Effective September, 1970,
veterans will be given one credit
for each exemption exam passe d
in basic swimming skills (same as
require d of all freshmen) and any
" life-time" sport activity which is
in the existing fr eshman physical
education option program.

1
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NOT ICE

SENIOR CLASS
ELECTIONS
PICK UP ABSENTEE
BALLOTS IN
STUDENT ORG.
OFFICE .
College Center Board Presents
Kaleidoscope
7 :30 p.m. TPA Monday , Dec. 1
Free Admission

Calllelot Production

There is muc h to be done,
there is more to be planned. The
administration needs financial aid
to complete these plans, finance is
hard to come by in our State.
Make your voices heard where the
money is, then begin to appreciate
what has been done and what is
being done for you at Newark
State College. An inquiry at other
state colleges might convince you
it isn't so bad here .

> . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... _.... " " . . . ., > • ·.~

(Nixon) doesn't listen next time
we will have violence . We have
made our point. How can they
ignore us?"
In Mr. Potter 's opinion
Moratorium was more effective
than a March on Washington ,
which only draws people who are
already committed. Local
moratoriums he felt "reach people
who are uncommitted or
semi-committed.
Debbie 's views concurred .
''The programs at home are be tter
than the m ass rally. At home yo u
get to influence more people who
are against you."
As Mobilization chairman Ron
Young state d , "the students don't
realize the power they have. The
war is not yet over but neither are
the demon strations."

Guild Triumphs In

exemption proposal. The Faculty
Senate Curriculum Committee
cited the fraternity as being the
first group to go thru established
procedures in regard to changi ng
academic requirements; Alpha
Sigma Mu had petitioned the
Faculty Senate on their proposal
in May 1969. The proposal was
then sent to the Curriculum
Committee which deliberated
with the Physical Edu cation
department, on the matter.
Finally the proposal passed by the
Faculty Senate , the campus'
legislative body .
The veterans who are unable to
Since the waiver will not be
Yes , y o ur college
qualify fo r a waiver of the effective till September 1970, the
administration has problems. We
fre shman physical education admi nistra ti on suggests that
are working at solving them. Are
requirement will have preferential veterans who wish to be exempt
you helping? The work recently
scheduling to select the activitie s from fresh man gym drop the
completed in the parking lots was
nee d e d to meet the gym requirement from their Spring
not intended to provide more
requirements .
registration a nd take the
parking spaces. The sole intent
The vete,rans fi;ate rnity , Alpha exemption exams the following
was to improve the flow of traffic
/ ·
d the sym • semester-.
~ d !~ljl:~e t~e ,con,ge~ti~n ,wruch- •Sigma , Mu , sponsore
• r a J"' '-'\' •.1"".,1"' +
'
1 ..... -- • ,, ... ,, •-. . . . . . . _,,_

chose to emphasize , they pointed
out.
The discussion of the flags
brought further comments. One
said it's not my country right or
wrong. The real patriots are those
who think abo ut what they are
doing, rather than just follow or
hide behind a symbol. Hugh
Mahon expressed the belief that
" the last step before the collapse
of a nation is symbol worship."
Debbie Monesson summe d up
the general feeling when she said
the demon stra tion "wasn't
an ti-patriotic . We're trying to help
the co untry , not tear it down ."
The studeots all felt that the
prevailing att itude in Washington
was that of friendliness . People
would ask yo u if you needed a
place to slee p or anything to eat.
"Everyone was just ·smi ling ,"
Debbie said and the policemen
were just smiling back ."
In summa rizing their reactions
to the demonstrations program
and looking forward to next
munth 's Mr. Potter, an NSC
mathematic s profe sso r,
commented "I went down hoping
it would do some good . It may
have , but I just think we must
contin ue."
As one student said, "If he

f-

. . . -

state, Theatre Guild has had its
ups and downs . This season's very
definite "up" is Camelot.
Under the whirl-wind direction
of James Murphy , with the aid of
Richard Turi ck's impressive
stagecraft and Dr. Louis Huber's
musical leadership , and Guild has
put together a formidable and
costly production , two
performances of which were
immediate sellouts .
Camelot is a splendid choice
for Messrs. Murphy and Turick .
Their cast and crew respond to
their disciplined, yet imaginative ,
direction with a spirit that reveals
a new an d refreshing aspect of
Theatre Guild.
Guild members Mary Defusco ,
Alan Wichinsky , an d Steve
Rod ge r s are o utstan ding as
Guinevere , Lancelot and Arthur.
They are backed by the most
industrious and productive body
of actors an d staff that I have ever
seen formulated within the drama
group .
The Guild's latest venture will
prove
to be its best
atten lion-getter yet.

Steve Rodgers as King A rthur

sales, the Guild is enjoying
increasing popularity at the
c ollege, and in surroun ding
communities. Rising from its
position as one . of the most
taken-for-granted groups on
campus, Theatre Guil d is quickly
becoming the most closely
watche d club at Newark State.
Gradually , students are taki ng
notice of the gro up's po tential
and are expressing new interest in
its dramatic capabilities.
ln past years . J_can sincer~ly _

........

1

..._

A lan W ic(JiJl~Y ~~ ~_ancelot
........ . . _ . ...... ................
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conducted by a tight core of
revolutionaries under Hare.
At a news conference , Hare
announced, " We will soon
Attendance at Sunday nights two members of the Student
blossom to become the most movie, · : The Yellow S ubmarine, Council, Ben Pierce and Jim
meaningful and relevant will be limited to Newark State Harrison, will meet with any
(Continued from Page 9)
chairman , was fired June 30 by institution in educating black College students, faculty, staff, student in Willis 100 to discuss
An attempt to close the Hayakawa , but continues to people to the contradictions and and their guests. Identification Student Council actions and other
department down could bring function as "chairman in exile." A gross hypocrisy that prevail in this cards will be required with a limit questions that the students wish
1iots. The department had its Black Panther dominated oppressive country.
of two persons per I.D.
to discuss with their Student
genesis out of demands during last publication , "Black Fire ," was
"Our endeavors are to nurture
Newark State College Council members.
year ' s student-faculty strike. banned earlier this year by the and revolutionize the educational
Film Committee
* * *
Moreover, it continues to function administration but th e process by being committed to
* * *
Get out your white bucks and
with policies directly opposed to department gives students six the intellectual and emotional
Junior Education Majors:
bobby socks! NSC will return to
Hayakawa' s, serving five times the credits for working on it.
needs of black students."
Student Teaching Meeting
those good old days of 19 56 when
anticipated student load with less
Classes , administration ,
When asked about Hayakawa's
Tuesday Nov. 25
on Tuesday Nov. 25, fre·e hour
than half the promised funds .
schedules, assignments , grade s, thre a t e ned closure , Hare
1:40 p.m.TPA
(1:40-2:55), Freaks Unlimited
Nathan Hare , the negotiated and credit are all completely responded , "We will do whatever
* * *
will sponsor a jitterbug contest in
is necessary to build the
Due to the fact that the the Snack Bar. All are invited to
department into the best in the current catalogue supply is rapidly attend. The winning couple will
whole world ."
diminishing, we can no longer receive a pair of tickets to the
According to " Black Fire ," provide c atalogues to Dec. 6 concert featuring Chuck
Date
Event
Place
which Taylor has admitted is the upperclassmen. Each department Berry and Al Kooper. So put on
SUNDAY , NOVEMBER23RD
official spokesman organ for the has received an extra supply for an old Elvis record and practice!
7 :45 P.M .
CCB Film: " Yellow Submarine"
Theatre for
department , all classes lead to advisement purposes. Fifty (50)
* * *
Perf. Arts
The national honor society,
revolution. Classes are typically copies are on reserve in the library
MONDAY , NOVEMBER24TH
Kappa Delta Pi is offering a free
filled with heavy revolutionary for similar usage . Thank you .
9:00-10:00
Senate Executive Comm . meeting Old Faculty
tutorial program for all students
* * *
Lounge, Townsend rhetoric seasoned with a pinch of
soul.
who need assistance. If you desire
4 :00-5:30
Board of Trustees Open Meeting
Downs Hall
"We are becoming the hub of
"Tokaido Road" Japanese help, contact the program
Meeting Rm A
the classroom revolutionaries. We print show by Hiroshige Nov. chairman Lynette Kless mailbox
6:00-7 :30
Class of 1973 Congress Meeting
Hex Room
are preparing the way for a 17-Dec. 11 Little Gallery College 120. All that is needed is your
TUESDAY , NOVEMBER25TH
transfer of power to the people." Center Board Presentation
name, mailbox number, and the
I :40-2:55
Student Org. Open Meeting
Willis 100
The
Black
Panthers,
securing
*
*
*
subject
in which you are having
I :40-2:55
CBA Meeting
Willis 200
control over Black Fire, have also
difficulty. A tu tor will contact
1:40-2 :55
CCB Jitter Bug Contest
Snack Bar
claimed virtual control in the
Anyone interested in starting a you and arrange a convenient time
l :40-2: 5 5
SCA TE Meeting
Sloan Lounge
selection
of course topics and coffee-house at Newark State for meeting.
l :40-2:55
Ski Club Meeting
Hex Room
instructors. There doesn't seem, contact Ken Wilson m.b. 369.
Miss Kless stressed the
I :40-2 :55
Children's Theatre Workshop
Little Theatre
however, to be any friction C.C.B. Coffee-House Committee. importance of making requests for
7:30-10 :00
CEC Lecture
Little Theatre
between the Panthers and the
* * *
tutors as soon as possible, as the
* l :404 PM
Curriculum Committee Meeting
T 107
departmental heads.
WEDNESDAY,NOVEMBER26TH
semester is soon henearing end,
Those who disobey department
During the college free hour on and tutors may be unavailable if
10:50-12:30
TPA Committee Meeting
Alumni Lounge
dictums become the target for Tuesday, November 25, 1969, contacted just befo e exams.
11 :30-1 :00
Counseling Services Meeting
Downs Hall
Meeting Room B extreme mental intimidation and
sometimes physical abuse. But the
12: 15-1 :40
English Seminar
Hex Room
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 27TH - THRU SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 30 reign of terror Hayakawa talks
Thanksgiving Recess-College Closed
about just doesn't exist. The level
of violence is at the- lowest th-e
college has seen in many years.
This is no doubt due to the
control the department is securing
over militant groups .
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS ONL YI
One leading college
administrator , still talking off the
record, said, " It may take another
riot to break the hold they 've
got."
It may at that. Bu t the
mo ustached linguist will have to
pull off tl1e rebellion mightllly
quick . The association of western
co ll eges h as t h reatened to
di scredit the college if the
department does not become
The brothers of Sigma Beta Tau Fraternity in conjunction with
more open to scrutiny. And
Students for Adult Activities sponsored a toy drive for the day
Hayakawa is still covorting with
nursery recently opened at the campus school. Students for Adult
the idea of challenging George
Activities under the leadership of Verna Butler and Dolores Daves
Murphy for the Senate.
realized the nursery was vastly underequipped to handle the
But he will first have to regain
preschoolers and asked that Tau initiate the drive. Students for
the reign of the department. "I
Adult Activities join with Sigma Beta Tau in extending their
will not permit my self-appointed
sincerest regards to all those who donated, and made the drive
fl
spokesman to dictate classroom
"100% successful". Further information regarding the day
procedures," Hayakawa says of
nursery may be obtained through Verna Butler MB No. 446.
Hare.
"He is a puppet. . . . he is
nothing at all," Hare says of
Hayakawa.

What's Happening

Fired Studies Head
Builds Department

Sc~edule of Events

SPECIAL OFFER/

No Independent will be published

Silent

(Contin ued from Page I)

SPECIAL PRICE

$2. 75 _

Each

LIMIT -ONE TO ASTUDENT!
SPECIAL PACS FOR BRUNETTES,

BLONDES, REDHEADS

AVAILABLE ONLY AT-

8OQK & SUPPLY SUPPLY STORE
Free Gift Wrapping
·open· Every

We;kd~y:

9 A.M. to 7 P.M.
I'

I'

Everyone awaited Tower of
Texas, and his speech was country
lickin' good, as they say. "The
silent majority has become very
vocal indeed," he said in
deep-throated, manly tones,
gazing commandingly down at the
crowd. Though we all know the
war is ugly and despicable, he
said, those who are against it are
cowardly.
The rally ended after 2½ hours
with everyone singing "God Bless
America," and people passing out
bumper stickers with these words:
"Thank You for Loving ,
America."

on Thursday, November 27, 1969,
due to
the Thanksgiving re.cess.

--

HAPPY THANKSGIVING
WANTED: AMBITIOUS MALE STUDE NT
to represent

PRESTON INDUSTRIES
on campus.
Involves solicitation and delivery of morning paper in dorms. W r i te:
1 ,
PRESTON INDUSTRIES J J '.
,
1
45 woodland Avenue
west O~ange, N.J. 07052
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Loss of '68 Sta rte rs
Leaves '69-'70 Season??
The NSC's basketball prospects
for the 1969-70 season appears to
be one big question mark at the
present time. In last week's
interview with the new head
coach, Mr. Fred Chesky, it looks
as though the Squires might have
difficult season ahead due to the
squad 's lack in height, experience,
and depth.
Mr. Chesky, who replaces Mr.
Ken Sekella at the helm ,
announced a varsity squad of
twelve men which were selected
from approximately forty
candidates for the team. One big
reason for the cage picture
looking so uncertain is the loss of
three starters from last year's
club. Freddie Boff, the big 6'7 "
record breaker, was lost through
graduation. Sharpshooter Jim
Catalano will be missing from this
year' s starting line-up due to his
transfer from NSC also along with
Cliff Maddox, who has switched
over to night school. Another
member of last year's team who
will be missing from the picture is
Tom Murawski. There is no doubt
that these four ballplayers will be
sorely missed.
Returning from last year's
squad , which posted a fair I 0-14
log, is senior captain George
Gilcrest , a 6 '3", 190 pounder
from St. James High School,
Paulsboro. This is "Gil's" fourth
year of varsity ball with the
Squires. Coach Chesky in tends to
move his tallest vet from the
forward position to the center
slot, adding that the hustling
senior is developing a good solid
hook shot from the key.
Jim Marino , an outstanding
performer from last year's team
returns to the squad for the third
straight time. Mr. Chesky sees Jim
as a "defensive hawk and an all
around sharp offe nsive shooter
who utilizes both hand s quite
well." Whether or not he will see
action in the season opener is
another question because of an
ankle injury which the junior ace
sustained in an earlier scrimmage.
Sophomore Wilbur Aikens,
another varsity returnee, looks
solid at the forward spot. The
Central High School graduate has
a good inside shot and will be
expected to handle a large part of
the backboard chores.
Monte Cosby , a Squire guard
last year, will battle for that
position once again. The 5' IO"
sophomore has quick hands and a

r

Action during recent practice.

good jump shot alo ng with a great
deal of speed which shou ld help
him to sew up this position.
Closing the list of varsity
returnees, is sophomore Dan
Pocus. Dan, a product of Rose lle
Catholic High School, is described
by Coach ·chesky as a st ll ar
performer" with a dead ly 25 foo t
jump shot". He will most likely
appear as a guard this seaso n.
Norman Beale and Alex
Kennedy are two very promising
freshmen who have a good chance
of cracking into the starting
line-up. Beale, a 5 ' 10", 150
pounder and Kennedy a 5'9"
yearling are both vieing for _the
guard slot.
Former JV ball players John
McClary and John Zaranka have
moved up to the varsity squad and
will no doubt see plenty of action
along with sophomore Ray
Wright , a newcomer to the squad.
Rounding out the varsity team

are freshmen Doug Borc hers and
John Costley. Both men wiJI
likely head the JV squad, but
Coach Chesky intends to carry
them on the varsity team as well.
An entire freshmen cast will
appear on the JV team. This year
the club is under the guidance of
another new coach, Mr. Allan
Stoute. Steve Bando la, Al Brown,
Leroy Dunn ; Greg Mc Leod, Jeff
Miller, Mike Natale, Bill Sta rk ,
and Ro n Johnson make up this
year's JV squad.
Squire fans who are interested
in taking an early look at this
year's team will have the
opportunity this Friday night
when the Squires scrimmage
Stevens Institute at 7 :30 pm in
the D' Angola Gym. One other
scrimmage will be held on
November 25 at home_ against
Essex County College before the
season opener at Southampton on
December 2.

lntramurals Highlight Sport Scene

1
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One of the many new
intramural sports at Newark State
this y·e ar is the Turkey Trot, also
known as the Cross Gunpus Trot.
Registration is now open and all
men are asked to join. Obtain all
applications NOW in Gym Office
D-1 from Mr. Walter Andzel.
Entries will close Friday ,
November 21 .
However , as a change of pace,
instead of the usual trophies
presented to the winners, a novel
idea has been instituted for
award s. This season the first place
winner will be awarded a
TURKEY, second place will
receive a GOOSE , third place will
receive a DUCK, and fourth place
a CHICKEN. This is the

PERFECT opportunity for you to
win that turkey for Thanksijving
dinner!
Also , opened for registration is
the weight training program.
Applications for this activity are
also available in Gym Office D-1.
However , when applying, please
consult Mr. Walter Andzel in
reference to particular rules and
regulations applicable to this
activity.
REMINDERS :
Keep in mind that immediately
following the Thanksgiving recess,
the basketball season will begin.
Applications will be acce pted
from December I through
December 8, and competition will
commence December 10.

Don' t forget that soon to be
scheduled in the championship
football game between the two
top independent teams: Smith's
Heras (2-1 ), and the Thunderbirds
(3-0).
Intercollegiate basketball will
break through the 1969-70 season
with its first game Tuesday,
December 2. The Squires will
meet Southampton at
Southampton. The Junior Varsity
game begins at 6 :00 pm and the
Varsity game will be played at
8:00 pm.
Basketball schedules are
available at the Information
Services Desk and Gym Office
D-1.

Chi - Pi Tie
Phi Trounces Mu
In Greek football this weekend
there were many surprises. Nu
Delta Pi, fresh off its' vic tory
against Sigma Beta Tau last week
came back and played another
outstanding game to tie Sigma
Theta Chi 6-6 in a very closely
co ntested game . In the afternoon
contest, Nu Sigma Phi trounced
Alpha Sigma Mu 44-0.
ln the Chi-Pi game, it appeared
as though Chi was going to win
easily as they scored on their
second set of downs in the first
period on a thirty yard bomb by
Lou Stanzione to Kermit
Clements in the end zone . The
point after was blocked by a Pi
defender making the score 6-0.
For the rest of the half, the ball
changed hands with no serious
scoring threats by either team
except for a 60 yard pass by Phil
Scardilli to Steve Bassarb alone on
the Chi twenty which bounced off
Steve's chest.
In the third period both teams
played to a standstill until late in
the period when Chi was forced to
kick to Pi. The ball was caught by
Tom Hanlon on the fifty who cut
across field , then pulled off a neat
reverse with Kevin McCo nville
who ran down an open left side
for Pi's touchdown. The po int
after was also muffled by Pi .
During the fourt h period Chi
penetrates deeply into Pi territory
and had a first and goal situation
but couldn' t score. A fifth period
was necessitated by the tie score,
first for Greek football but to no
avail as both teams again played
to a standstill.
The Phi-Mu game was one for
the books. After being soundly
beaten by Chi last week, Phi
complete ly recovered and
trounced Mu 44-0 in a one sided
game.

Phi scored twenty four points
in the first half as quarterback
Ron Lukas passed for two
touchdowns and ran two others.
The first score came on a screen
pass by Lukas to Don Parade sio
on the thirty yard line, Don
ou tlegging the nearest Mu
defender. Lukas ran for the next
one as he intercepted a pass and
made it to the two yard line
where on the next set of downs he
ran it over. In the second period
Csaba Varga caught a 30 yard pass
from Lukas in the end zone to
make the score 18-0. Lukas ended
the scoring in the half with a
spectacular run for ninety yards.
In the second half, Mu 's
defense got somewhat to ugher.
Early in the third period Phi was
on the ten and attempted a pass
for a touchdown which was
intercepted by Tom Wright on the
goal line. Lukas quickly got the
ball back after two downs when
he intercepted a pass on the fifty
and ran to the twenty . The next
down, Lukas passed again to
Csaba in the end zo ne-. The point
after was made boosting the score
to 31-0. Lukas snared another Mu
pass in the third period and Phi
almost sco red again on a pass, but
it was caught outside the end
zone.
In the fourth period , Don
Smart of Mu intercepted another
Phi pass on the five but Mu
co uldn' t move the ball upfield and
Phi took over. Ron Lukas c.une
through again with a pass to Don
Herman to make the score 17-0.
Finally, D an Helmsteader
intercepted another Mu pass for a
thirty yard touchdown, Phi
scoring the point after, to make
the score 44-0.

Squires End '69 Season
The Squi res concluded their - the coaching responsibilities for
season - Saturday with a 3- 1 loss the rest of the game.
to Sacred Heart of Connecticut.
Returning in the second half,
For the Newark boaters , it was the Squires picked up the first
their ninth loss against four wins score of the game when Terry
while Sacred Heart's record is Savage made a sliding tackle on
the Sacred Heart goalie, jarring
7-4-2.
The game started off well for the ball loose in front of the goal
the Squires as they played well in so that Pat Nesgood scored easily
the first half although neither into open nets . Later on in the
team scored. It was evident from period a penalty kick for a hand
the start how the referees would ball developed, but the shot by
call as they let several Sacred Dave Colpitts was blocked by the
Heart penalties slide and penalized Sacred Heart goalie.
Late in the third period Sacred
coach Ippolito when he protested
an exceptionally bad decision by Heart tied the score on a cross,
the refs . As a result of this then went ahead on a penalty
encounter in the first period, kick . The final goal came on a
captain Clem Restine took over hard shot off a corner kick.

Brawl
(Continued from Page I)

Classified Ads
For Sale

Administration has further ruled
that the formal investigation of
the incident will be suspended and
the matter will not be considered
by the newly formed judiciary
board .

·1967 MG Midget clean, low
mileage, wire wheels. Red with
· Bl~ interior. Call Mon-Fri.
11 : 15 a.m.-12 noon
Mon-Fri. 5-9 p.m. Call Sat. &
Sun. all day.
245-6952

This is the second incident
involving physical co nflict
between a student and a campus
security guard in recent weeks. A
report on the other incident will
be fo rthcoming pending further
investigation.

Lost: Two library books plus
pink and blue flowered
notebooks . Please return.
Reward offered.
Lorraine Hill
Independent Office

* * *

